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Abstract 

This report shows fake news detections usingvariousMLapproacheslikeNaiveBayesclas-sifier, Logistic Regression, 

Decision Tree Clas-sifier and SVM. The report also contains aroadmap to the planned baseline implementa-tion 

based on few research papers and how weplan to contribute and improve it further.Allthe above mentioned models 

are trained andtestedondatasetwhichweacquiredfromKag-gle.Received results that are discussed in 

asubsequentsectionsuggeststhatfakenewsde-tection problem can be addressed with artifi-cial intelligence methods. 

This is in coherencewith what we have gathered from various re-searchpapersaswell. 

1 ProjectIntroduction 

Internet and social media made the access to thenews information much easier and comfortable.Often Internet 

users can follow the events of theirinterest in online mode, and spread of the 

mobiledevicesmakesthisprocesseveneasier. 

Mass media have a huge influence on the society,and as it often happens, there is someone 

whowantstotakeadvantageofthisfact.Sometimestoachieve some goals mass-media may 

manipulatetheinformationindifferentways.Thisleadstoproducingofthenewsarticlesthatarenotcompletely true or 

even completely false.Thereeven exist lots of websites that produce fake 

newsalmostexclusively.Theydeliberatelypublishhoaxes,propagandaanddisinformation purportingtoberealnews–

oftenusingsocialmediatodriveweb traffic and amplify their effect.The maingoal of fake news websites is to 

affect the publicopiniononcertainmatters(mostlypolitical).Fakenews is now a global issue as well as a 

globalchallenge.(MykhailoGranik,2017) 

2 ImportanceOfTheProject 

Withtheincreasingrateinpeopleusingsocialme-dia,theyareexposedtonewinformationeverydaybut using 

social media as a medium for news up-dates is a double-edged sword. The main advantageis social media 

provides free access and spread ofinformation at an impressive rate.The main dis-advantage is social 

media provides the ideal placeforcreationandspreadoffakenewswhichcanbe-

comehighlyinfluentialandhasabilitytospreadatexponential rate. The problem is this misinforma-tion is hard 

to correct and may cause problems. Forexample, on October 03, 2008 Apple’s stock tooka10-

pointhitbecauseofafalsereportsurfacedonCNN’s iReport that Steve Jobs had a heart attack.The fake news 

will leads to a lot of confusion anduncertainty because in a short time it will spread alot. The fake news 

will cause a imbalance in newsecosystem, for instance ”The 2016 US PresidentialElection”, the most 

popular fake news was evenmore widespread on Facebook. This describes howpeople will pay more 

attention to misinformationrather than authenticated facts. The fake news canchange the the way the 

people interpret and re-spond to real news. To mitigate the negative effectscaused by fake news both to benefit 

the society 
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andnewsecosystemit’simportanttodevelopmethodsthatwillautomaticallydetectsfakenewsonsocialmedia.(T

S,2020) 

 

3 Definitions 

3.1 CountVectors 

CountVectors:CountVectorrepresentsanotationin the form of a matrix data set matrix notation inwhich 

corpus document is represented by each row,each column represents a corpus term, and eachcell represents 

the frequency count of a particularterminaparticulardocument. 

3.2 BagOfWords 

The Bag of Words model is simplifying the repre-sentationoftext(suchassentenceortextdatasetordocument), 

which is represented in bag(multiset) ofits words, disregarding the grammar and even wordorder but keeping 

multiplicity.In simple wordsBag of words is a simplest form of 

representingtextintermsofnumbers.ThisisoftenusedinTextClassificationbecauseofitssimplicityandlessex-

pensivetocompute. 

3.3 TF-IDF 

TF-IDFisanacronymofTermFrequency-InverseDocument Frequency. TF-IDF is a numerical statis-tic that is 

intended to reflect how important aword/term is to a document in a corpus.TF-IDFis the product of the TF and 

IDF scores of theterm. TF means the number of times the word ap-

pearsinthedocumenttothetotalnumberofwordsin the document.IDF means the the number oftimes a word occurs 

in a corpus of documents. Insimple words TF-IDF is a score to highlight eachword’s relevance in the entire 

document. So usingTF model makes sense of important words in adocument and using IDF model makes sense of 

im-portant words throughout all documents. (George,2020) 

3.4 Stemming 

StemmingisNLPtechniqueusedtonormalizetheword by truncating the word to its stem word. Stem-ming may not 

give us a dictionary, grammaticalword for a particular set of words it only gives thestemword. 

3.5 Lemmatization 

Lemmatization technique is also like stemming.However, what makes it different from stemmingis that 

lemmatization finds the dictionary word ormeaningfulwordinsteadoftruncatingtotheorigi-

nalword.BecauseofthisLemmatizationisslowerthanstemming. 

3.6 Doc2vec 

Doc2vec is a unsupervised algorithm which com-putes a feature vector for every document in thecorpus. These 

vectors can be used to find similaritybetweensentenceorparagraphordocuments. 

3.7 Word2vec 

Word2vecisacombinationofmodelsusedtorep-resentdistributedrepresentationsofwordsinacor- 

pus.Word2vecworksontheideaofDistributionalsemantics which means that we can understand themeaning of a 

word by understanding the contextthat a word keeps. In simple words, Word vectoralgorithms use the context 

of the words to learnnumerical representations for words, so that wordsused in the same context have similar 

looking wordvectors. 

3.8 GloVe 

GlobalVectorsforWordRepresentationorGloVeis an unsupervised learning algorithm for 

obtainingvectorrepresentationsforwords. GloVeisacountbased model, which takes the advantage of 

globalcount statistics instead of only local information.GloVeusesco-occurrencematrixtoderiveseman-

ticrelationshipsbetweenwords.(JeffreyPenning-ton,2014) 
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4 LiteratureSurvey 

There has been many work done till date on fakenews as this is an important issue of the decade andwith 

each passing year the type and definition ofFakenewsarealsochangingandthusitisbecom-ing more difficult 

day by day. There are variousaspects of fake news detection ranging from usingchat-bots for spread of 

misinformation to use ofclick baits for the rumor spreading. Nowadays in-ternet is is full of click-baits and 

spams in each andeveryotherwebsitesandsocialmedia. 

Some researchers have described Linguistic CueApproaches with Machine Learning , Bag of 

wordsapproach,RhetoricalStructureanddiscourseanalysis ,Network analysis approaches and 

SVMclassifiers. These are models are text based onlyand have very little or negligible improvement 

onexistingmethods. 

Some have classified every tweet/post as binaryclassification Problem. The Classification is purelyon the 

basis of source of the post/tweet.TheAuthors used manually collected data sets usingtwitter API , DMOZ 

. The following algorithmswhereusedondatasets 

1. Na¨ıveBayes 

2. Descisiontrees 

3. SVM 

4. NueralNetworks 

5. RandomForest 

6. XGBoost. 

7. LSTM. 

8. BidirectionalLSTM. 

5.2 WordCount-Real 
 

Now a days lots of deep learning based tech-niques are also used like RNN , lstm and CNNwhich have inturn 

provided a better accuracy thanourtraditionalMLbasedtechniques. 

 

Out-of-VocabularyWords 

WordEmbeddingsencodetherelationshipsbetween words through vector representations ofthe words.These word 

vectors are analogous tothe meaning of the word.A limitation of 

wordembeddingsarethat,theyarelearnedbytheNatural Language Model (word2vec, GloVe 

andthelike)andthereforewordsmusthavebeenseenin the training data before, in order to have anembedding. 
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(Kandi, 2018) (Manzoor and Nikita,2019) 

 

5 DataAnalysis 

5.1 WordCount-Fake 
 
 

 

 

 
6 Dataset 

 
We have worked on dataset taken from kaggle com-petition Kaggle dataset.The shape of the traindataset is 

(20800,5).The shape of of predictiondataset is (5200,4). The datasets contains id, title,author and text as input 

features. The output featureislabel(presentinonlytraindataset). 

 
 

7 ModelAnalysis-MachineLearning 
 
 

Model Accuracy 

NaiveBayes 54.00 

LogisticRegression 52.80 

DecisionTree 51.0 

LinearSVM 53.60 

RBFSVM 55.20 

Table1:BagOfWords&Stemming 
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Model Accuracy 

NaiveBayes 56.60 

LogisticRegression 55.20 

DecisionTree 50.80 

LinearSVM 54.50 

RBFSVM 55.70 

Table2:TF-IDF&Lemmatization 

 
7.1 NaiveBayes 

Naive Bayes are mostly used in natural languageprocessing. Naive Bayes classifier algorithm is 

afamilyofalgorithmswhichuseBayesTheorem. Ituses the naive assumption that all the features areindependent of 

each other. Bayes theorem calcu-lates the probability P(c—x) where c is the classof possible outcomes and x is 

the given instancewhichhastobeclassified. 

7.2 LogisticRegression 

Logistic Regression is one of the classification al-gorithm that is used to predict the probability of acategorical 

Target variable. In logistic regression,the Target variable is a binary variable that 

containsdatacodedas1(yes,True)or0(no,fake).LogisticRegression is quite good in solving binary classi-fications 

due to its predictive power in probabilityvalues.Logistic Regression can also be used 

forsolvingmulticlassclassification. 

7.3 DecisionTree 

DecisionTreeisoneofthemostwidelyusedclas-sifiers. It is a supervised learning algorithm. De-cision tree can 

perform both classification and re-gression.DecisionTreeclassifiersaremorepopu-lar because tree analysis is easy 

to understand. Itdivides the given data set into small parts and adecision tree is incrementally constructed. The 

leafnodes of a decision tree represent the classification.Decision trees are comfortable with numeric 

andcategoricaldata. 

7.4 SupportVectorMachine 

SupportVectorMachineorSVMisalinearmodelfor classification and regression problems. SVMmodel takes the 

data in the training set, and 

mapsittodatapointsinspacesothatthereisacleargapbetweenpointsbelongingtodifferentcategories. 

 

This gap is made as wide as possible to improvethe performance of the model.Whenever a newdata point is given 

to the model, it maps the pointto the same space, and predict the category 

basedonthesideofthegaponwhichtheyfall. 

8 ModelAnalysis-DeepLearning 
 
 

Model Accuracy 

LSTM 98.59 

BiLSTM 98.21 

Table3:Word2Vec 
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Model Accuracy 

LSTM 95.98 

BiLSTM 96.31 

Table4:Glove 

Model Accuracy 

BERT 95.57 
 

 

Table5:KtrainBERT 

 
8.1 LongShort-TermMemory 

Long short-term memory is an artificial recurrentneural network architecture used in the field 

ofdeeplearning. 

Unlikestandardfeedforwardneuralnetworks,LSTMhasfeedbackconnections.Itcannotonlyprocesssingledatapo

ints,butalsoentiresequencesofdata.(Wikipedia) 

8.2 BidirectionalRNNwithLSTMs 

As a final RNN model, a bidirectional recurrent net-

workwithLSTMcellswasalsoimplemented.Thefinalstatesoftheforwardandbackwardlayersareconcatenated 

and passed through an affine trans-formbeforebeinginputtothesigmoidtogeneratetheprediction. 

8.3 BERT 

BERT stands for Bidirectional Encoder Representa-tions from Transformers. It is designed to pre-

traindeepbidirectional representations from unlabeled 

 

text by jointly conditioning on both left and rightcontext. As a result, the pre-trained BERT modelcan be fine-

tuned with just one additional outputlayer to create state-of-the-art models for a widerange of NLP tasks.BERT 

is pre-trained on alargecorpusofunlabelledtextincludingtheentireWikipediaandBookCorpus. 

9 Conclusion 

Even though there is a bit of success in detectionof fake news using some of the Machine learningtechniques yet 

since with every passing day char-acteristics and definition and types of fake newsin social media networks is 

changing drasticallycausingachallengeinclassificationoffakenews 

. But with the advent of deep learning techniquesand applications in recent past, most of researchworks is 

implementing deep learning methods, likeCNN,, Deep neural network and Deep auto en-coder model,LSTM, RNN , 

in various applications,like audio and speech processing, Natural languageprocessing and modelling, information 

retrieval,objective recognition and computer vision, hencepost midsem we worked particularly on modernDL 

techniques like LSTM ,attention models, Bi-Lstmandwesawahugeimprovementinaccuracythan our old traditional 

ML techniques as we cansee from the tables itself. (HenilChopada, 2020)(Bajaj,2017) 
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